€355,000

3 Bed Apartment For Sale
Orihuela Costa, Alicante, Spain

Ref: 429691

* On Market * 3 Beds * 2 Baths
These Beautiful, Three Bedroom Apartments in Playa Flamenca are located in one of the most sought after positions on the Orihuela
Costa. Situated within a 17.000m2 resort, home to desirable communal gardens, 2 heated swimming pools, 3 standard swimming po

Property Type: Apartment

Bedrooms: 3

Swimming Pool: Yes
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Bathrooms: 2

Reference: 429691

Property Description
These Beautiful, Three Bedroom Apartments in Playa Flamenca are located in one of the most sought after
positions on the Orihuela Costa. Situated within a 17.000m2 resort, home to desirable communal gardens, 2 heated
swimming pools, 3 standard swimming pools, one of which has a pool bar, 2 kids pools, walk/bike paths, 6 Jacuzzis,
gym with a panoramic view, sauna, chill out areas, lake and fountains, kids play area, commercials and more...
Approx a one minute walk to the nearest main brand supermarket, a few minutes to more amenities with the coast
and La Zenia Boulevard commercial centre literally just around the corner too, not forgetting a wide array of golf
courses in the neighbouring towns. These properties comprise of an open plan fitted kitchen; lounge/dining room
leading out to the front, covered terrace of a good size, great for eating outdoors, with views over the truly lovely
communal areas; three double bedrooms, the main with en suite; and a family shower room. Some of the extras are
to include pre-installed A/C, fitted wardrobes, aerothermic system, parking and more... The ground floors have a
private garden with direct access to the communal areas and the top floors will have their very own private roof
top solarium with sea views! Starting from €355.000 for the three bed, two bath models!
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